
COFFEE ENJOYMENT
with origin

COFFEE, MACHINES AND MARKETING –
OUR SERVICES



COF FEE

Our Breiger House perfectly illustrates our
comprehensive concept. G.C. Breiger provides
all the services you need under one roof. 
We are happy to support you with all our
skills or – if you prefer – in just a few areas.

The Breiger House

MERCHANDISING 
AND EQUIPMENT
Tableware, advertising products, campaigns

DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
Design ideas, concepts, visualization,
implementation

EXPERTISE
Training, quality checks, materials

RANGE
Chocolate, tea, sugar, 

biscuits and extras

FINANCING
Machines available for certain markets

MACHINES
For  lter coffee or specialties

ADVICE
Concept, serving, merchandise, offers
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We will advise you proactively on your coffee-centered 
project. Putting the right products together and advising 
you individually is our top priority. Maybe you’d like to serve 
 lter coffee and provide just the right setting? Or do you 
have your eye on an espresso machine? Would you like 
to surprise everyone with a new store concept? 
We’ll be there with you!

We’ll give you the best possible
advice!

IN ADDITION, AS A CUSTOMER, YOU CAN 
MAKE USE OF THE FULL RANGE OF SERVICES 
WE OFFER: 

 Individual advice about products 

  Servicing and maintenance of 
coffee machines

 Quality checks by our coffee experts

 Training for your service personnel 

  Provision of individual decorative 
and sales materials 
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YOU CAN ALWAYS BE SURE 
THAT EACH OF OUR COFFEES 
IS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY: 

 100% arabica

 Ripe coffee fruits

 Sustainable farming

 Single-origin coffees

 Gently drum-roasted beans

With decades of experience as 
coffee dealers, a sound knowledge 
of coffee and complete passion, 
G.C. Breiger develops coffees for 
sophisticated customers. That’s why 
coffees are the absolute bedrock 
of the Breiger House. 

We also attach particular impor-
tance to traditional and regional 
production, supporting sustainable 
coffee-farming and ensuring trans-
parency along the value creation 
chain.

Coffee
is our passion
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Type of coffee
Arabica

Variety
Bourbon (N39)

Region
Kilimanjaro, Tanzania

Farm
Machare Estate

Growing altitude
1350 – 1550 m

Preparation
washed

We obtain our directly traded coffee beans from the Machare 
Estate Farm in Tanzania. This is where the coffee beans 

grow for our MlimaCoffee on the slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro, 
right below the rain forest. The coffee takes its name from 

the mountain – “Mlima” is the word for “mountain” in Swahili. 

The Machare Estate Farm meets all the requirements for 
sustainable, ecological farming and the highest standards of 
social welfare. In addition, the farm’s owner, Bente Luther, is 
involved in a wide range of local projects aimed at improving 
the quality of life of the indigenous population. For example, 

she encourages the construction of biogas plants powered by 
cow dung for private homes or the building of water pipes. 

100% farm co� ee 
from Tanzania
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Type of coffee
Arabica

Variety
Bourbon 

(Castillo and Caturra)

Region
Sierra Nevada 

de Santa Marta, Colombia

Cooperatives
Nuevo Futuro Excelso, 

Acec Excelso, 
Ca costa Sierra Nevada Exc.

Growing altitude
1000 – 1500 m

Preparation
washedS
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The Ika are an indigenous people living in the 
Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta mountain range in Colombia. 

The coffee beans for IkaCoffee are cultivated in this 
coastal plateau, at an altitude of well over 1000 m. 

Here, the coffee plants grow in the shade all year round 
under the in¢ uence of this special climate.

IkaCoffee has a wonderfully chocolaty, even sweet, ¢ avor 
and a modern style. Traded fairly and drum-roasted, 

IkaCoffee captures the essence of contemporary coffee 
drinking. In addition, IkaCoffee Espresso is certi ed organic.

Fairly traded. 
Sustainably consumed.

Unser Kaffee ist Fairtradezerti ziert
DE-ÖKO-039 
Non-EU agriculture
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BE A N S

A full range of coffees 
from the source You decide which coffee pleasure 

best suits you and your guests. 

FILTER COFFEE
aromatic and strong

An intense, aromatic 
¢ avor with a subtle 
touch of caramel.

FILTER COFFEE
harmonious and mild

Harmonious, 
subtly aromatic,
with a fruity note.

CAFFÈ CREMA 
velvety, full-bodied

Caffè Crema is 
characterized by

its powerful aroma
and full body.

ESPRESSO 
full-bodied, powerful

Roasted for a particularly 
long time and with a 
powerful character, 
ideal on its own or 

for preparing specialty 
coffees with milk.

ESPRESSO
full-bodied and balanced

The long roasting creates 
an espresso with a powerful body 

and hints of dark chocolate.

FILTER COFFEE
lively and aromatic

A balance of fruity aromas
and subtle dry nuances

producing an aromatic flavor.

machare
ki l imanjaro

1312

A full range of coffees A full range of coffees 
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Cups/day
600

+

HIRE
FINANCING
PURCHASE

FINANCING
PURCHASE

Cups/day
180

Cups/day
300

Machines Machines
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Professional 
Machines 
for preparing 
coffee specialities

Would you like to treat your guests 
to the widest possible range of 
delicious coffee specialities? Or 
maybe outstanding quality and
high pro tability are priorities 
for you even if you’re serving 
lots of cups each day? We have 
the ideal machine to meet your 
individual needs
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Expertise when 
it comes to coffee
Preparation and concepts

With our precious G. C. Breiger coffee beans, 
you’re already half way towards achieving the 
perfect coffee experience. We’d like to offer 
some extra help, so you know even more about 
coffee and how to prepare it. 

You can ask our coffee experts about training 
your staff on a range of topics. You can choose 
from the following modules.

Become a barista!
Promoting customer loyalty means preparing the perfect espresso plus creamy coffee specialties! 

Win over your guests with consistent cup quality, and they’re bound to come back. 
We can show you how it works!

Sophisticated recipes to increase your sales
Caramel macchiato, hazelnut latte and lots more creative coffee beverages will help you 

to generate sales without too much effort. We’ll create popular, sophisticated recipes!

Cause a stir with Latte Art!
A heart on Valentine’s Day, a tulip for Mothers’ Day – create some added value for 

your guests and captivate them with your Latte Art skills. That way, coffee tastes twice as good.

Offi cial SCA Certifi cation
The SCA (Specialty Coffee Association) sets standards for barista skills worldwide. 

We offer courses at Foundation, Intermediate and Professional levels.
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Merchandising 
and Equipment 
the right setting

You’ve chosen your store concept and 
now you want to present the coffee and 
its origins to your guests more effectively? 
G.C. Breiger is happy to provide you with 
everything you need for this. Tableware, 
clothing, menu boards, counter display. 
Or maybe a wall covering?

Chalk board 
470x660 mm

Framed pictures
Various images

Cushions 
40x40 cm & 30x30 cm

Fleece blanket 
130x170 cm

Metal sign 
40x40 cm

Tableware 
with 6 different 

cup sizes

Enamel mugs 

Coffee 
sack 

To-go mugs 
200 ml & 300 ml

TIP
Use to  
hold 

condiments
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100 % Farmka� ee aus Tansania

Merchandising 
and Equipment 
the right setting

Counter display

Coffee card
for each variety

A6

Table display holders incl. 
wood block
120x200 mm

Loyalty card
85x55 mm

Flyers
A6

Menu board 
individual sizes

Digital Moods/menu board
individual sizes

Saucer lea£ et
50x100 mm

Posters 
for A1 size boards

Window stickers
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Merchandising and equipmentMerchandising and equipment

Merchandising 
and Equipment 
the right setting

Table display holders 
incl. wood block

120x200 mm

Wall image, map 
individual sizes

Window stickers

Loyalty card
85x55 mm

Saucer lea£ et
50x100 mm

Framed pictures
Various images

Menu board
individual sizes

Digital Moods/menu board
individual sizes

Coffee card
for each variety

A6
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Working in  
Partnership
We supported the Hönig Bakery in Hamburg and the 
Freytag Bakery in Grevesmühlen with the introduction 
of G.C. Breiger. Working with the bakeries, we created 
our G.C. Breiger concept in the new stores and imple-
mented it in collaboration with the shop- tters.

The aim was to show guests the origin of IkaCoffee 
more clearly and to illustrate the craftsmanship involved 
in preparing coffee and pastries.
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How does the 

Breiger House work?
Coffeebar Mocca has 3 branches and would like 
now to open another one with a special concept.

Merchandising and equipment
While the new branch is being built, we sort out the advertising materials. 
Menu board, decorative cushions, wall covering and tableware round off the image of the new branch.

Design and architecture
Together with our architects, we create a visual image of the new business that matches the brand, the 
range and the machine. Coffeebar Mocca is inspired by this and takes over elements into its shop  tting.

First, the most important question:
Which coffee is it to be? Coffeebar Mocca decides on 
an organic and Fairtrade-certi ed coffee.

Range
Coffeebar Mocca also needs chocolate and tea
and decides on Suki Tea and pure chocolate. 

Expertise
To ensure all the staff can prepare espresso and specialty coffees on the machine, train-
ing takes place on site before the branch opening.

Advice
Our sales team visits Coffeebar Mocca on site to develop possible
solutions for turning the project into reality.

Machine
For their particular concept, we recommend that Coffeebar Mocca 
opts for an espresso machine – it shows coffee expertise.

Financing
Coffeebar Mocca buys the espresso machine directly. 
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ORDER NOW
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FILTER COFFEE
MILD 
Coffee beans 
20 x250 g

Art. no.: 

487424

FILTER COFFEE 
FULL-BODIED 
Coffee beans 
20 x250 g

Art. no.: 

487422

ESPRESSO 
Coffee beans 
6 x1000 g

Art. no.: 

490257

CAFFÈ CREMA 
Coffee beans 
20 x250 g

Art. no.: 

487418

ESPRESSO 
Coffee beans 
20 x250 g

Art. no.: 

487420

FILTER COFFEE 
Ground 
10x250 g

Art. no.: 

494406

FILTER COFFEE 
Ground 
75x75 g

Art. no.: 

498739

We’re happy 

to advise you 

about our 

coffees and sales

concepts!

For further information about products and certi¢ cations, please visit our website.
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram.

G. C. Breiger & Company GmbH
Pickhuben 5 | Speicherstadt | D-20457 Hamburg
internationalsales@gcbreiger.de | www.gcbreiger.de




